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The Ginger Grant Group takes a look at phenomenal architectural products from Alea,
Spectrim, and Ezobord!
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Architectural Products For Your Project
BI-WEEKLY MANUFACTURER UPDATES

Every other week, Ginger Grant Group shares manufacturer updates and promotions!
Last time we looked at furniture and architectural products from manufacturers like
Krug, Intensa, Gressco, Quiet Earth Moss, Ezobord, and MORE in preparation for
NeoCon! In this issue, we share a variety of beautifully functional architectural
products from Alea, Spectrim, and Ezobord. For a closer look, click the images below!

Alea

This week, we shine the
spotlight on the modularity
and diversity of Alea's A65
demountable wall, from the
straight and curved glass
panels to the integratable
wood finish shelf wall
panels. The A65 can
provide partition for
functionality and privacy so
that you get the most out of
your commercial space.

    Click the image above for
more information!

Spectrim Building
Products

In this issue, we look at the
versatile range of Spectrim's
Ven4ma wall protection
paneling that both architects
and designers will love, we
explore the catalogue of
gorgeous and durable
flooring finishes from
Spectrim Floors, and we
highlight the power of
MicroTrim to help protect
your corners.

Click the image above for
more information!

Ezobord

In this feature, we highlight
Ezobord's acoustic ceiling
and wall treatments, with a
focus on a nature-inspired
ceiling baffle in a wide range
of colors, a versatile
modular ceiling rail which
integrates with other ceiling
baffles, but also offers
optional LED lighting, and
an acoustic wall panel with
custom branding.

Click the image above for
more information!
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Check out The Ginger Grant Group's new blog, Crossing the Furnish-Line!

Looking for a previous newsletter? Check out our Newsletter Archive:

See a manufacturer you'd like to receive future updates for? Update your preferences here: 

Connect with us:

              

Ginger Grant Group © 2023, All rights reserved.

Our mailing address is:

GGG & NTX Collaborative
8350 Meadow Rd. Suite 194-198
Dallas, TX 75231

No longer want to receive product and manufacturer updates? We're sad to see you go: unsubscribe
Want to adjust your preferences? update subscription preferences 
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Speak with a Consultant
214-217-2992

Alea
Architectural Products

A65 Demountable Wall
(https://www.aleaoffice.com/foto/download/63514d6f3a582202210201530230.pdf)
A65 is a unique and innovative partition wall system, simple and sophisticated yet entirely customizable, perfectly complementing Alea’s ‘custom
made’ philosophy.

A65 is modular, flexible and integratable with ceilings and stud walls, it has been designed with minimal aluminum details and ‘seamless’ flush
doors without any exposed profiles. A65 is available with solid or glazed panels, sliding or swing doors and a wide range of finishes to suit any
design aesthetic.

These wall panels also provide a versatile range of mounting options. A65 partition wall system is available as single glass, double glass or
panels, which can be equipped with pivot or sliding doors.

https://www.aleaoffice.com/foto/download/63514d6f3a582202210201530230.pdf
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The “Standard” type aluminum profiles are characterized by an exclusive and minimalist design; the 23 mm [0.91”] thin lower profile is equipped
with an exclusive patented micrometric levelling system. It is possible to integrate the “Standard” system with curved corners, in the single set-
off and double glass versions, to meet higher design needs.

 

 (mailto:viney@reptheory.com?

subject=Tell%20me%20more%20about%20Alea%20demountable%20wall%20options!&body=Name%3A%0ACompany%3A%0AProject%3A)

A65 Door Options
(https://www.aleaoffice.com/foto/download/63514d6f3a582202210201530230.pdf)
All swing doors are equipped with concealed pivoting hinges with 125° opening ball bearings and are supplied with a lever handle in satin
stainless steel or black finish. Other lock and handle options are available. In the single-pane version, the glass of the flush door has the same
thickness as the adjacent glass

All swing doors feature a unique 5 mm [0.2”] micro frame. In the double-glazed version, stratified glass of different thicknesses are used to
increase the acoustic performance.

Sliding doors are available with glass or paneled, framed around the entire perimeter with aluminum profiles. They are equipped with an
exclusively designed vertical handle and integrated soft closing/opening devices.

Paneled doors made with a structural sandwich thickness of 66 mm [2.60”] with scratch-resistant Italian laminate finish or wood veneer. These
doors are supplied with acoustic-performant material.

 

 (mailto:viney@reptheory.com?

subject=Tell%20me%20more%20about%20A65%20door%20options!&body=Name%3A%0ACompany%3A%0AProject%20Name%3A)

mailto:viney@reptheory.com?subject=Tell%20me%20more%20about%20Alea%20demountable%20wall%20options!&body=Name%3A%0ACompany%3A%0AProject%3A
https://www.aleaoffice.com/foto/download/63514d6f3a582202210201530230.pdf
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A65 Shelf Panel Option
(https://www.aleaoffice.com/foto/download/63514d6f3a582202210201530230.pdf)
The A65 wall is completed with aluminum or polycarbonate connections that allow to link parts or create multiple corner types. Thanks to
this modularity within the A65, it's possible to swap some of the solid or glass panels for a "working-wall" which provides shelving built into
the panel.

The working-wall can be configured with floor-to-ceiling or suspended panels and framed by double or single glass walls. The wall can be
equipped with metal storage units, with transparent or back-painted glass shelves.

The multiple types of connections available contribute to the aesthetic definition of the project and at the same time allow a quick and simple
installation.

Completely inspectable modules with technical compartment designed for electrical cables housing.

 

 (mailto:viney@reptheory.com?

subject=Tell%20me%20more%20about%20Alea's%20A65%20shelf%20panel%20options!&body=Name%3A%0ACompany%3A%0AProject%3A)
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Speak with a Consultant
214-217-2992

Spectrim Building Products
Architectural Products

Ven4ma
(https://www.spectrimbp.com/_files/ugd/04df6e_3620ff1e7a404e84a0672af8cfe71627.pdf)
Ven4ma® by Spectrim is engineered to provide durable wall protection with aesthetic appeal and exceptional life-cycle value through reduced maintenance
and repair costs. Ven4ma® Protective Wallcovering is designed for use in healthcare, hospitality, food service, assisted living, retail, and corporate interior high
traffic areas that are subject to abuse from impact, dents, and staining. Ven4ma® Wall Protection boasts the most realistic wood finishes in the industry.

Spectrim's standard thermofoil film finishes wrapped over solid Class A fire rated ABS create highly durable and decorative trim parts. Mix and match to
create a stile and rail wainscot or use contrasting colors for a 2-toned effect. Provide protection against damage from chairs, gurneys, and other objects.

Ven4ma® Components are typically used in waiting rooms, high traffic corridors, or equipment storage areas creating a low profile stile and rail pattern around
the Ven4ma® sheets. All of these moldings are notched in the back to fit over wall sheets to hide the trimmed sheet edges.

 

 (mailto:viney@reptheory.com?

subject=Tell%20me%20more%20about%20Spectrim's%20Ven4ma%20wall%20protection!&body=Name%3A%0ACompany%3A%0AProject%20Name%3A)
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Spectrim Floors (https://yz81a1.a2cdn1.secureserver.net/wp-
content/uploads/2022/08/Homestead-Featherwalk-with-SetAGrip-Brochure.pdf?
time=1680728121)
Spectrim believes flooring is meant to be enjoyed, not labored over. That's why they looked to nature for an ingenious solution to install their
commercial flooring without the use of glue. Spectrim found the answer in the gecko lizard. By mimicking the gecko's feet, their team created a new
installation paradigm with Nature's
Technology. They call it Featherwalk with SetaGrip™.

You'll find SetaGrip in the Homestead Collection, available in two sizes and boasting 10 SKU's in complimentary colorways and patterns, allowing you to mix-
and-match. Homestead, as with all Spectrim's flooring, is made with 100% recyclable virgin vinvI and zero phthalates.

All Spectrim flooring is waterproof and engineered to their exacting performance and environmental quality specifications.

 

 (mailto:viney@reptheory.com?

subject=Tell%20me%20more%20about%20Spectrim's%20flooring%20options!&body=Name%3A%0ACompany%3A%0AProject%20Name%3A)
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MicroTrim
(https://www.spectrimbp.com/_files/ugd/04df6e_b99119986393496795080dff80939ba4.pdf)
MicroTrims offer an unobstrusive transition between Ven4ma sheets. The vertical, horizontal, and corner trims are available in 10 foot lengths and in the most
popular Pantone finishes. The 3/8" protrusions of the trims allow for a low profile solution that adds to the overall design element of the installation.

understated transitions
inexpensive
ease of installation
low profile
typical industry profiles
popular Pantone finishes
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Speak with a Consultant
214-217-2992

Ezobord
Architectural Products

Summit Ceiling Baffles (https://ezobord.com/summit)
The performance of acoustic panels depends on material and geometry. Summit proves that bringing the right combination of materials and design-work
can lead to astonishing improvements in acoustic performance.

EzoBord’s three-dimensional Summit baffle system proves that bringing the right combination of materials and design-work can lead to astonishing
improvements in acoustic performance.

With an incredible acoustic performance of NRC 1.30 (Type A - direct applied), the Summit system perfectly balances high performance acoustics with
high design, high-performance treatment options to the acoustic panel market.

Available in Sulphur, Three Sisters, Castle, Assiniboine, Crowsnest, Yamnuska shapes.

 

 (mailto:viney@reptheory.com?

subject=Tell%20me%20more%20about%20Ezobord's%20Summit%20baffles!&body=Name%3A%0ACompany%3A%0AProject%20Name%3A)

https://ezobord.com/summit
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Rail Lit Baffle (https://ezobord.com/rail-baffle/)
With Rail, Spectrim is going beyond illumination for interior spaces. True to their acoustic roots, Spectrim incorporates the performance of EzoBord
material to LED technology providing a synergistic relation between acoustics and lighting as a solution to high-end noise levels, reverberation and poor
lighting issues common to open spaces. Designed in collaboration with Metalumen, Rail comes with a variety of light color temperatures and as a mix with
Spectrim's classic Baffle Systems (“Vesi” and “Veldi”).

Versatile configuration options make Rail a great choice for a commercial space of any size or shape:

ALIGNED
CROSS
CORNER
SQUARE
T-SHAPE
RECTANGULAR

 

 (mailto:viney@reptheory.com?

subject=Tell%20me%20more%20about%20Spectrim's%20corner%20guard%20options!&body=Name%3A%0ACompany%3A%0AProject%20Name%3A)
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Custom Design (https://ezobord.com/custom-design/)
EzoBord applications include walls and ceilings in corporate office settings, theatres, cinemas, gymnasiums, home theatres, recording studios, broadcast
studios, classrooms/music rooms, restaurants, and night clubs. They perform excellently in virtually any space where the quality of acoustics and sound
dampening are a concern.

Looking to bring your product ideas to the market? With Ezobord's team of acousticians, industrial designers, color technicians, and furniture application
specialists, they have the process and expertise to transform your ideas into unique solutions to fit any environment.

Ezobord offers custom acoustic solutions made with sustainable materials in local production facilities, such as this branded custom art design engraved
into the Ezobord acoustic wall panel in the Navy Broadway Complex (pictured). Choose EzoBord as your new creative partner.
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